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Wilderness boundary sign on the Soldier Canyon Trail 
 
       We live in a special area, for one reason because of the Ruby Mountain Wilderness. Its 90,000 acres 
is in the heart of the northern Ruby Mountains. This wilderness was created as part of the Nevada 
Wilderness Protection Act of 1989. 
      I was looking at the U.S. Forest Service’s map of the Ruby Mountains Ranger District. Either because 
of the season or my feeling lazy, I wondered which would be the easiest approach to the wilderness? If I 
just want to be in the wilderness, where can I go using the least effort?  
      Lamoille Canyon always come to mind first, with its nice paved road, but the slopes overlooking the 
canyon are a recreation area and the wilderness boundary runs along the ridge line. I have hiked several 
times to Liberty Pass above Liberty Lake, but the wilderness boundary sign, at 10,500 feet elevation, is 
not an easy approach. 
      Ok, something lower should be easier. The trail into Right Fork Canyon enters the wilderness, but not 
until the trail climbs straight up the mountainside, another grueling climb. 
      Thomas Canyon is easier. After walking through Thomas Canyon Campground and climbing the short 
but steep trail alongside the creek, the trail flattens out. At this point, looking up Thomas Canyon’s left 
side, to the East, the wilderness boundary is just a few yards upslope from the trail.  
      From that same spot and looking up canyon to the right, toward the West and beyond the beaver 
ponds, the wilderness boundary is high on the slope toward the ridge. This puzzled me until I learned 
how the wilderness boundary was created. Joe Royer’s Ruby Mountain Heli-ski Experience had been 
using Ruby Mountain slopes without restrictions for 11 years before the wilderness was created. The 
document creating the wilderness specifically states the boundary will allow heli-skiing. Joe revised the 
wilderness boundary to leave out slopes where his helicopter could land and his customers could ski. 
The Sierra Club fought that first boundary and Joe lost access to some slopes but his business still uses 
several slopes just outside the wilderness. 
      In Thomas Canyon, his customers often ski the western slope so he placed the wilderness boundary 
high on this slope. He does not use the eastern slope so the wilderness boundary is much lower.  
      But then I found an even easier approach, Soldier Canyon. Along the road between Lamoille and 
Secret Pass, a side road leads up Soldier Canyon. From the end of its road, at the trailhead for the Soldier 
Canyon Trail, the wilderness sign is maybe less than a mile up the trail. But crossing the creek at the 
trailhead can be difficult. 



      There it is! John Day Canyon’s Trailhead is also in Soldier Canyon. When I pull into its small parking 
area, the wilderness boundary is just in front of my bumper. I can lean on the front of my pickup and be 
inside the wilderness. It does not get much easier than that.  
      Sure, to really experience our Ruby Mountains Wilderness, I need to strap on a backpack and hike 
the Ruby Crest Trail, but the Ruby Mountains Wilderness does have easier approaches. 
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